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ABSTRACT

Social semantic web creates read/write spaces where users and smart agents collaborate to produce knowledge readable by humans and machines. An important issue concerns the ontology evolution and evaluation in man-machine collaboration. How to perform a change on ontologies in a social semantic space that currently uses these ontologies through requests? In this paper, we propose to implement a continuous knowledge integration process named K-CIP. We take advantage of man-machine collaboration to transform feedback of people into tests. This paper presents how K-CIP can be deployed to allow fruitful man-machine collaboration in the context of the WikiTaaable system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
H.0 [Information Systems Applications]: General; D.2.5 [Testing and Debugging]: Testing tools, Tracing

General Terms
Theory, Verification

Keywords
Ontology, Continuous Integration process, Semantic Wiki, Knowledge Management

1. INTRODUCTION

Social semantic web [17] opened interesting perspectives for man-machine collaboration [12, 20]. It created read/write spaces where users and smart agents can collaborate to improve and maintain knowledge readable by humans and machines. Humans can write documents assisted with smart agents that gather informations from linked data [6] such as Zemanta1. Smart agents can perform complex queries on structured knowledge extracted from social tools as DBPedia2.

Ontologies are the backbone of semantic web and whatever the semantics is – model theoretic versus linked data [11] – ontologies are not an end per se; they are dedicated to a task and contribute to the foundation of reasoning systems. However, there is no unique way for expressing any piece of knowledge: an inference is valid if it follows some basic rules in logic and, as well, if it helps in reaching the goals the application is designed for. From the social semantic web point of view, if ontologies are playing a fundamental role, most of the time, they cannot be modified in the social space, or more precisely, not in the same social space than the one used by people. Extracted Wikipedia ontologies such as DBPedia2 [2] or YAGO [16] cannot be modified directly by Wikipedians. Indeed, a change in the ontology may induce a great change in the application results. This problem is clearly observable in semantic wikis [18] where a user can change a type definition and break all queries or inferences that use this definition. In that way, evaluation of an ontology overpasses the completeness and soundness question and raises the fundamental problem of ontology evolution and evaluation in man-machine collaboration.

In this paper, we propose to implement a continuous knowledge building process named K-CIP. Community control processes such as wiki or social networks are quite convenient for updating or enriching the ontologies. Each user may contribute to information, knowledge construction and regulation. Users are guided by the results of the applications at a given time to make changes which allow new inferences or block some others in the next version. We take advantage of man-machine collaboration to transform feedback of users into tests. These tests allow to evaluate ontology changes in term of user satisfaction. The global change process is obtained by running synchronization protocol on a network of knowledge bases. One node of the network represents the blessed knowledge base where users...

---

1http://www.zemanta.com/
2http://dbpedia.org/
are using the system and where interactions are collected as tests. Next, ontology changes can be performed on an isolated node of the network and then propagated to any node of the network. In order to setup continuous integration, a node represents the continuous integration server where tests are gathered and run against ontology changes. If test results are acceptable then ontology changes are propagated back to blessed knowledge base. If failed, proposed ontology changes are cancelled.

This paper presents how K-CIP can be deployed to allow fruitful man-machine collaboration in the context of the WikiTAAABBLE system [4]. It is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works. Section 3 shows a motivating example. Section 4 gives an overview of the tests system. Section 5 details the K-CIP process. The last section concludes the paper and points future works.

2. STATE OF THE ART

The engineering of ontologies is a central concern in knowledge engineering. Many tools have been proposed to improve ontologies development. Most of these tools (as Protégé [1]) are designed for centralized usage without social collaboration process. However, some collaborative approaches have been proposed.

CO4 [9] defines sharing protocols based on peer-reviewing for finding consensual knowledge; the result is a hierarchy of knowledge bases (KBs), the uppermost ones containing the most consensual knowledge while the lowermost ones are private KBs of contributing users. CO4 supports only hierarchical collaboration and does not support autonomous participants. In addition, it does not allow to represent any kind of processes like an integration processes for instance. Reaching consensual knowledge is not always an easy issue, especially when autonomous participants can enrich knowledge from different sources.

DILIGENT [19] is a methodology focusing on ontology management in distributed environments. It is based on roles and activities. Domain experts build a first basic ontology, then the users have to extend this ontology. Experts must validate users proposals before integrating them into the ontology. Such a system is a kind of validation process for building formal knowledge. As opposed to the K-CIP process, which evaluates an ontology automatically through its application process, in DILIGENT, domain experts validate the proposal and there are no automatic tests to validate them.

OntoWiki [3] is a tool dedicated to support agile and collaborative knowledge engineering. This tool provides centralized collaborative management of an ontology. Changes are tracked and identified. Finally, a rating system allows the community to validate the resulting ontology.

Beyond ontological engineering tools, we are also interested in Continuous Integration process [10] (CI). This is an agile software engineering process aiming at shortening the integration of software. The principle is to allow the developer to make many small updates (and this is even recommended). Each update is subject to a set of unit tests then this update is integrated into the whole software. Next, one or more phases of integration tests (according to their time cost) are processed to ensure the consistent development of the software. A notification system allows the developer to know the state of integration. In case of failure, he/she is quickly notified so that corrections are made quickly.

The goal of the K-CIP approach described in this paper is to provide such features for ontology engineering in a social and distributed context. For that, we draw inspiration from continuous integration and agile programming.

3. MOTIVATING SCENARIO AND ILLUSTRATION OF THE APPROACH

In the context of the Kolflow project, our goal is to develop a social semantic space where humans and smart agents can collaborate to build efficient reasoning systems. One way to improve the efficiency of reasoning systems is to enhance the quality of the knowledge they use. Our goal in this paper is to show that we can apply agile software development techniques to ontology engineering. More precisely, we transpose the continuous integration (CI) process to the ontology engineering. This approach allows us to consider the ontology development as an agile distributed collaborative development process as it is shown in Fig. 1.

In this approach, each knowledge engineer (peers) develops a part of the ontology and makes local verifications (with a set of unit tests). Every time he/she commits a new set of modifications, the dedicated server automatically launches an integration build to validate the changes and to test the consistency of the ontology. A set of integration tests is used to perform the validation. After this step, the server notifies the peer of the result. The peer immediately knows if the changes that he/she committed has been successfully integrated or not. Therefore, checking integration
becomes as easy as checking software code. Using an automated integration server does not only make integration easy, but also guarantees that the ontology is consistent. There is no danger for knowledge engineers to forget to validate their changes. In addition, even if each peer has a partial view of the ontology, the CI process integrates all the views and verifies the consistency of the resulting ontology. Finally, the community of knowledge engineers accepts or not changes according to the functional point of view of the system. Such a phase corresponds to the phase of functional testing in software development.

Integration tests ensure to keep a maximum of "good" properties in the ontology. The main difficulty in this approach is the development of tests (design and build). Therefore, we need ways to gather tests as easily as possible. We argue that tests can be collected using social exchanges. These exchanges can be supported by centralized or distributed architectures. In this paper, we propose to use a distributed architecture, and we use DSMW as a support for this architecture [15, 14].

To illustrate our work, we have taken our examples in the cooking domain. For this, we present the system TAAABLE and the semantic wiki WikiTAAABLE. In the following, we show how, thanks to K-CIP, we can help knowledge engineers to improve the knowledge contained in WikiTAAABLE.

DSMW.

The Distributed Semantic Media Wiki is an extension to Semantic MediaWiki (SMW) [13]. It allows to create a network of SMW servers that share common semantic wiki pages. DSMW manages the propagation and the integration of changes issued on one SMW server to remote servers on the network. The system ensures the consistency of the whole set of replicated pages. DSMW users can create and edit semantically annotated wiki pages as with a regular SMW server. Then they can manage page changes as a software developer does with source code using a distributed version control system. They can work in isolation while editing pages and semantic annotation on a single server. Then they can publish part or all of her own changes by pushing them to DSMW public feeds. They can also subscribe to any remote public DSMW feeds, pull changes from them, and integrate them to the local pages. The DSMW extension adds two main features to SMW: an optimistic replication algorithm, and an ontology to manage changes, publication and integration of changes sets.

TAAABLE and WikiTAAABLE.

TAAABLE is a web-based application that solve cooking problems. When a user asks for "a dessert with rice and figs" to TAAABLE, the system returns dessert recipes containing rice and figs. If TAAABLE does not have this kind of recipe in his cookbook, it builds one by adapting an existing recipe. For example:

TAAABLE can retrieve a dessert recipe with rice and mangoes, and recommend the user to replace mangoes by figs to obtain a recipe with rice and figs.

For this, TAAABLE relies not only on its cookbook, but also on a set of adaptation knowledge. The reasoning is performed by a dedicated case-based reasoning engine.

All the knowledge used by TAAABLE is represented in a semantic wiki called WikiTAAABLE [4]. In the current implementation of the system, we use DSMW as the wiki engine for WikiTAAABLE. WikiTAAABLE allows users to visualize the knowledge used in the system and to navigate in the recipe book. The same tool is also used to display recipes and adaptation recommended by TAAABLE.

In the current version of the system, users can directly edit the knowledge via the interface of WikiTAAABLE. However, this can be very dangerous because users, even the most experienced, may not necessarily perceive the impact of their changes throughout the system. To illustrate this, consider a simple example:

We consider that TAAABLE has the recipe for fruit syrup, and is able to adapt the recipe for any fruit. Now suppose that a user decides to classify the tomato as a fruit. Without knowing it, it opens the possibility to create tomato syrup, which is not necessarily desirable.

To avoid such situations to occur, we propose a mechanism to test the impact of a modification of knowledge on the output of a system before permanently integrating the modified knowledge in the base. By doing so, we facilitate the process of maintenance and evolution of knowledge, which improves the overall system quality.

4. TESTS SYSTEM

Our K-CIP approach relies on tests that can be applied to the system. Testing the system consists in running queries and evaluating their results each time a modification of the system is introduced. Tests are expressed as assertions about the result of a query. Test assertions are typically written by the developers of the system and users that introduce modifications. Test data (i.e. queries and their expected results) are collected through the feedback given by end users of the system and stored in the feedback database.

The architecture for collecting test data from users, and for running tests is given in Fig. 2. This architecture is described in the context of TAAABLE.

(1) Users interacts with TAAABLE. TAAABLE proposes recipes and their possible adaptations. An adaptation is a set of substitutions of ingredients \( \{i_m\} \rightarrow \{j_m\} \), meaning that the set of ingredients \( \{i_m\} \) has to be replaced by the set of ingredients \( \{j_m\} \) in this recipe. For each modification proposed by the system, users can evaluate through the TAAABLE interface, if it is relevant or not.

(2) Then, we feed a database with the evaluated adaptations: For TAAABLE, an adaptation is relevant (resp. irrelevant) for a user if the user agrees that the modification of recipe by a set of substitutions works (resp. does not work). So, an evaluated adaptation \( A \) is an adaptation associated with a positive or negative evaluation.

(3) a user is asked to evaluate if an adaptation is relevant or not and thus, the set of relevant answers or the set of irrelevant answers associated to a query evolves.

(4) In addition, when users modify the ontology, (5) non-regression test-processes are triggered. This process (6) uses the feedback database which stores, for a query \( Q \), the sets of relevant, irrelevant or non evaluated answers. These sets
are used by "non regression test" processes to evaluate assertions about the state of the system. This enables the system to guarantee that ontology modifications are acceptable (in case of successful test) or not (when some tests fail). In this last case, the modifications are cancelled and a notification is sent to the author. An complementary approach could be to implement some user interactions, as it is for example done in [8], [5].

4.1 Defining tests

A test $T$ is defined as

- a query $Q_T$;
- a set $A_T$ of assertions $\{A_i\}$ evaluated against the result $R_Q$ produced by the query $Q_T$ when the test is ran.

A test $T$ is said to be successful if all assertions $\{A_i\}$ in $A_T$ are evaluated to true. Assertions in $A_T$ are typically written using three particular data sets that come from the feedback database:

- $R^+$: the set of answers considered as relevant for $Q_T$;
- $R^-$: the set of answers considered as irrelevant for $Q_T$;
- $R^?$: the set of answers for which no relevant information is available;

Assertions are then defined as logical expressions using set operations on $R_Q$, $R^+$, $R^-$,$R^?$.

4.2 Writing tests

As defined just above, tests are written by defining assertions about the results of a given query. These tests are written and ran to guarantee that a modification of the ontology does not alter the system behavior. This is done by selecting queries and their expected results from the feedback database and evaluating assertions that compare their effective result to compare with the expected one.

Typical assertions that can be checked are the following:

- $\text{Assert}( R^+ \subseteq R_Q )$: all the expected answers $R^+$ are in the result $R_Q$, useful to ensure that a modification does not reduce the set of positive answers for a query;
- $\text{Assert}( R^+ = R_Q )$: the result $R_Q$ is exactly the set of expected answers $R^+$;
- $\text{Assert}( R_Q \cap R^- = \emptyset )$: none of the unwanted answers are in the result; useful to ensure that a modification does not introduce unwanted results for a query.

It is also possible to write assertions that compare sets cardinals:

- $\text{Assert}( | R^+ \cap R_Q | > | R^- \cap R_Q | )$: there is more positive answers than unwanted answers;
- $\text{Assert}( | R^+ \cap R_Q | > | R^? \cap R_Q | )$: there is more positive answers than undetermined answers in the result of the query; useful to check that a modification does not introduce irrelevant noise in the result of a query;
- $\text{Assert}( \frac{| R^+ \cap R_Q |}{| R_Q |} \geq \alpha )$: the query produces at least $\alpha$% of the expected answers.

4.3 Collecting Test data

In our architecture, we plan to store tests in a wiki. These tests could be written manually by experts and users, e.g. by listing, for a given query, the expected relevant/irrelevant results. However, this option is very time consuming. This is the reason why—and this is an originality of this work—we propose an approach to automatically collect test by gathering user feedback.

In the TAAABLE interface, illustrated in figure 3, we can see that the interface allows users to evaluate a recipe adaptation by saying if the adaptation is "OK" or not. So, when a user evaluates an adaptation as being relevant (by clicking on "OK") the recipe returned and adapted by TAAABLE can be added to $R^+$ of the test $T (Q, R^+, R^-, R^?)$ where $Q$ is the query which has been used for querying TAAABLE. In the same way, $R^-$ increases when a user evaluates an adaptation as being irrelevant.

Figure 2: Architecture for collecting and running tests above the TAAABLE system
Figure 3: The Taable interface. Queried for a dessert dish, with rice and fig, Taable proposes to replace mango by fig. After viewing the adapted recipe, the user can give feedback about the substitution ("OK" or "not OK").

5. PROCESS SUPPORT

To illustrate the K-CIP process, we use a distributed semantic wiki (DSMW) populated with WikiTaable data. Therefore, DSMW is used to represent the ontology used by Taable. DSMW allows the deployment of different processes. Figure 4 presents an architecture deployed in DSMW that allows a knowledge integration process. The process follows these steps:

- Each user has his/her own version of the ontology on his/her own instance of DSMW ("Personal Wiki") which represent knowledge nodes [7] composing the ontology.

- The different versions of the ontology are combined and tested on an integration server based on an instance of DSMW ("Integration Wiki"). On the Integration Wiki, the test is performed by an intelligent agent. This autonomous agent merge ontologies and run the set of integration tests.

- A set of dedicated wikis ("Expert Wiki") enables the community to discuss over the proposed solution (the ontology with all personal versions integrated). Each Expert Wiki (over DSMW server) can be seen as a view of the main ontology depending on the topics addressed by each one.
Once a consensus is reached (the functional phase is validated), a standard and public version of the ontology is published on a read only public Wiki ("Main Wiki").

In the following, we present a scenario where a user (Mary) modifies an ontology. We use this scenario to illustrate the K-CIP process described above.

**Ontology Management.**

Mary modifies the ontology of her personal wiki "Personal Wiki 1" (Fig. 5). $O$ is the initial ontology and $O'\prime$ is the new ontology obtained by a set of modifications on $O$. Later, Mary pushes her modifications to the integration Wiki (1) that integrates them in the main ontology and implements the verification campaign with tests. Two cases are possible:

- **Tests failure**, in this case, the integration wiki informs Mary (2') and explains the reasons for the rejection of its proposal.
- **Tests success**, in this case the proposed amendments are accepted and $O'\prime$ is pushed over the expert wiki (2).

In the latter case, the experts group of the community validates $O'\prime$. If rejected, the author is notified (3'). Otherwise, accepted changes are pushed to the public wiki (3) and users can get it (4). The experts group can only validates or refuses the proposal. No changes are made at this step. Each time a failure happens, a procedure to cancel the edition is enabled.

**Tests Management.**

Tests are a very important part of K-CIP. Building tests for an ontology follows two ways: the first way is reusing previous tests of $O$ which are still valid for $O'\prime$ and the second way is adding new tests specifically for $O'\prime$. A successful test for $O$ can be a successful one for $O'\prime$. However, depending on the type of test, the properties (like the sets of responses relevant, irrelevant and unknown) can evolve. Therefore, a maintenance phase of tests is useful after updating an ontology. Tests are then made available to the community through the Expert Wikis, in order to validate tests updates (like adjusting the different sets). Once validated, changes are updated in the Integration Wiki. Some tests can be finally rejected by the community, the authors are then informed.

Second, any contributor can create a new test (Fig. 6). He/she therefore develops the test by proposing a query, specifying the characteristics of the test and building the sets of the accepted and rejected answers. Once in a satisfactory condition, he/she pushes his/her test to the integration wiki (1). Tests are validated by the expert community (as in the previous case) (2) and integrated in the verification wiki (3) or not. In case of rejection, explanations are suggested to the author of the test (3' - 4).

**6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

Nowadays, ontology evaluation remains a major challenge for knowledge-based systems. We argue that a collaborative environment implementing a K-CIP is a real advance to go beyond completeness and soundness checking or any formal approach which only consider the ontology.

This paper describes the K-CIP process, a continuous process for enriching and updating ontologies dedicated to a specified task. Impacts of ontology changes on the task are evaluated by a set of tests. In this particular case, the TAAABLE project, a case-based reasoning system on cooking, is used for experiment. This work is conducted within the Kolflow Project which aims at building a social semantic space where humans and intelligent agents can collaborate to achieve various tasks.

Formalization, implementation and experiments have still to be completed.

In addition, several situations remain to be explored. For example, when a modification is rejected by a user or by a community of users, nothing is done yet. Taking into account situations of rejection by users is an important perspective to this work. We are particularly interested in two situations that can cause a bad feedback from users.

The first situation is the situation where different users disagree on a situation, but where everyone wants to keep his point of view. In such a situation, it becomes necessary to manage in parallel several versions of a resources, while ensuring that the overall system will continue to work properly. A new challenges is then to implement processes
capable of reasoning in the presence of inconsistent knowledge.

The second situation on which we focus is the "regression" situation. What happens if a change undermines a result that was obtained in the past? Should we consider that the context has changed and that the result obtained in the past is no longer valid? Or should we consider that the proposed modification entails a system regression and therefore, that it should not be applied? To address this problem, we plan to implement a mechanism inspired by the non-regression tests, combined with a strategy of interaction with users to enable them to drive the tests.

These situations are just two examples of the many problems raised by the implementation of collaborative social space that we intend to explore in the project KolFlow. Moreover, K-CIP opens new challenges we are currently studying.

One of these new challenges is to help the user in better understanding how to enrich the ontology in order to make the overall system progresses. As the final task acts as a black box, there could be discord between user intuition for updating the ontology and the evolution of the task during the tests. Implementing a good tracking systems could lead to the definition of a recommendation system to help the user.

Another challenge is suggested by [11] who highlights that semantic web swings between formal model theoretic semantics and a "light" semantics suggested by open-linked data approaches. Completeness and soundness constraints on the ontology could be released to prior task efficiency, enabling, for example, computation of competing solutions which correspond to different interpretation of the ontology.

Thus, social semantic spaces where humans and intelligent agents can collaborate to achieve various tasks is very promising for ontology-based system development, making them more flexible and avoiding ontology obsolescence.
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